
Let Malfoy go ahead of 
you 

Grumble to 
Hermoine about 
how mad you are 

As Malfow places his 
order for the last 3 pieces 
of jolly rancher candy, you 
realize that you won’t be 

able to get the jolly 

You confront Malfow 
about cutting in front of 

you in line

You leave the store 
without your jolly 

ranchers 

Hermoine listens 
to you complain 

and asks you 
what you’re 

 You decided to 
confront Malfoy about 

cutting in line

You decide to let 
Madam Malkin know 

that Malfoy cut the line

Malfoy listens to you tell him 
that it wasn’t right of him to 
cut the line. You express 

your feelings to Malfoy and 
he apologizes takes his 

original place in line behind 

You turn to Hermoine and 
laugh at how you scared 

Malfow is of you
You accept 

Malfoy’s 
apology. 

Malfoy listens to you 
tell him that it wasn’t 
right of him to cut the 

line. You express 
your feelings to 
Malfoy and he 

apologizes takes his 
original place in line 

You accept 
Malfoy’s 

You turn to Hermoine and 
laugh at how you scared 

Malfow is of you

Madam Malkin listens 
as you tell him that 
Malfoy has cut the 

line. He asks Malfoy to 
take a place at the 

very back of the line 
and wait for everyone 

else to be served 

You thank Madam Malkin 
and place your order for 

jolly ranchers

You laugh and point at 
Malfoy as he walks to the 

back of the line

Narrative: Harry, Malfow and Hermoine all walk into In Madam Malkin’s 
Robes for All Occasions shop. They stand in line for 15 minutes waiting 

to be served. Just as Madam Malkin is about to serve Harry, Malfow 
pushes Harry out of the way, and begins telling Madam Malkin what he 

wants.  

Student: Francina
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very back of the line 
and wait for everyone 

else to be served 

You thank Madam Malkin 
and place your order for 

jolly ranchers

You laugh and point at 
Malfoy as he walks to the 

back of the line

Narrative: Harry, Malfow and Hermoine all walk into In Madam Malkin’s 
Robes for All Occasions shop. They stand in line for 15 minutes waiting 

to be served. Just as Madam Malkin is about to serve Harry, Malfow 
pushes Harry out of the way, and begins telling Madam Malkin what he 

wants.  

Student: Jamal
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Narrative: Harry, Malfow and Hermoine all walk into In Madam Malkin’s 
Robes for All Occasions shop. They stand in line for 15 minutes waiting 

to be served. Just as Madam Malkin is about to serve Harry, Malfow 
pushes Harry out of the way, and begins telling Madam Malkin what he 

wants.  

Student: Fairoz
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Malfoy as he walks to the 

back of the line

Narrative: Harry, Malfow and Hermoine all walk into In Madam Malkin’s 
Robes for All Occasions shop. They stand in line for 15 minutes waiting 

to be served. Just as Madam Malkin is about to serve Harry, Malfow 
pushes Harry out of the way, and begins telling Madam Malkin what he 

wants.  

Student: Khaya
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to be served. Just as Madam Malkin is about to serve Harry, Malfow 
pushes Harry out of the way, and begins telling Madam Malkin what he 

wants.  

Student: Christine


